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Book Descriptions:

casio digital diary sf-9350 manual

Manual and User Guide for many equipments like mobile phones, photo cameras, motherboard,
monitors, software, tv, dvd, and others. Login to post CASIO SF 4000 Operation Manual Most Casio
Digital Diary models have a small 2.5mm serial port built into the side of the unit. It can be used to
communicate between two Casio Digital Diary units, or with another serial device such as a PC or a
serial printer on some older models. To connect between two compatible Digital Diary units, you
need only a 3lead crossover cable with a 2.5mm plug on each end, such as Casios SB60 or SB62
cable. You can buy these cables from a Casio accessory supplier such as Windows Link. To connect
to a standard 9 or 25pin RS232 PC serial port, you need a special Casiospecific adapter cable more
information below. The Casio diary uses its own unique communications protocol, and requires a
Casio diary backup program on the PC. For more information on software and kits see What
communications packages are available for the Casio digital diary I can not found neither SB 87 nor.
You can also try the Casio support web sites for other countries, as they sometimes keep manuals
around that Casio Japan has deleted. You may have to look around the site a little, as sometimes the
technical support pages are not linked to the public pages. For example see substituting some other
model numbers like SF4600B also works with this site.IMSL Software has created downloadable
generic user manual for all Casio diary models. This brief manual attempts to cover all models and
major features in one document, so it doesnt go into a lot of stepbystep detail, but it does cover all
the basics for all common models. The manual is a Word document in Zipcompressed format, so you
must have an unzip utility like WinZip installed to open it. To order a new original manual from
Casio in the USA or Canada for any Digital Diary model, try the contact numbers listed immediately
above under Casio
Contacts.http://colegiosantarosa.com/uploads/imagem/burnham-sfb-101-manual.xml

casio digital diary sf-9350 manual, casio digital diary sf-9350 manual, casio digital
diary sf-9350 manual pdf, casio digital diary sf-9350 manual download, casio digital
diary sf-9350 manual free, casio digital diary sf-9350 manual online.

the web site structure changes too frequently to link directly to individual pages select Support for
technical support, or select Casio World to find the rep nearest to you Casio actively removes
information on any products that they are not currently shipping, so dont expect to find much
support for Digital Diaries on their web site. You might find more on some of the International sites
like Casio UK. Casio USA Technical Support 8009622746 or 8006612274 Casio USA Customer
Service 570 Mt.The till will not operate while this is showing HP Solutions Center will close now.
Answer questions, earn points and help others. DOWNLOAD as many books as you like NO Charge,
Personal use. CANCEL the membership at ANY TIME if not satisfied. Join Over 99.999 Happy
Readers. Casio sf 4000 operation manual 64 pages digital diary brand casio category organizer size
214 mb. You can search for product manuals you can search using either or both of the following
please enter the product name or part and click search. Innovative products bring joy create new
lifestyle and pave the way for related economies especially if they have been developed by casio
experience how creativity becomes contribution. A pdf reader is required to view pdf files if you dont
have one click on the banner to download one. Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it,
check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up there. Please also check your spam folder.
These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a
residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and,
if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to
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radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a
particular installation.http://www.pharma-tools.eu/galeria/file/burnit-pelleburn-manual.xml

If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be
determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the
interference by one or more of the following measures Be sure to keep this manual in a safe place
for future reference when necessary. Never mix an old battery with a new one. Set the current time
and date you want. If you continue to operate the unit without battery replacement, power will
switch off automatically. Press ENTER when the language you want to use is displayed. Then press
ENTER and use K and L to scroll through the cities. I do not have a manual Thanks I could get a
second hand Casio SF9000 quite cheaply, but Id like to know about it first. Ive seen and played with
Casio SF9350 in shops, and liked it. However, as the SF9000 was bought in 92, I expect there have
been improvements in SF9350. So doesn anyone know the differences between these two machines.
Can SF9000 also display the calendar of two months at the same time. Are the scheduled
appointments marked in the calendar. Can you see the appointment list of one day simultaneously or
can you only see one appointment per screen. Does SF9000 have those nice graphical schedule
screens day schedule and week schedule. What are the dimensions of SF9000. Saying no will not
stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please update
to the latest version. Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook accounts.
Escape will close this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your preferences
in your account settings.Learn more Very nice condition!!! 90sPlease Log in to subscribe.Register to
confirm your address. Page Count 40 No part of this program or manual may be reproduced,
changed, translated into other languages or stored in a retrieval system in any form or by any means
without prior consent from Y ellow Computing. The sections 3.6 and 3.

7 of this Users Guide refer to other CASIO Digital Diaries. The functions of the CASIO Digital Diaries
have been integrated to suit standard Windows conventions, so that itll take you very little time to
get used to the program. The simple selection of database areas through index bars, as well as
clearly structured 3D dialogs, toolbars with selfexplanatory icons and contextsensitive Help will
enable you to feel at home with the program in no time at all. The synchronization capacity of the
new CASIO Digital Diaries opens up completely new opportunities for the recording of data. It is
irrelevant on which machine you have entered your data, as you now have a perfectly troublefree
option of merging data between a CASIO Digital Diary and a PC any time you like. The program also
gives you extensive editing and processing facilities, so that you can easily transfer data to and from
other Windows applications. The innovative index bar allows you to select database areas much
faster and more conveniently than with the usual menus. T o increase the clarity of the index bar
area tabs, all Appointment areas have been summarized in a further index which is only shown when
needed. Here is a simple example of how you can use PC sync in the daytoday running of your office
during the day you may be out collecting information on your CASIO Digital Diary, new customers
addresses, for example. Meanwhile your secretary plans your appointments on the PC. When you get
back to the office in the evening, all you need to do is to start synchronization. All the new addresses
from your CASIO Digital Diary are transferred to the PC and the new appointments are added to the
Schedule area in your CASIO Digital Diary. PC sync is the missing link between a central computer
and a CASIO Digital Diary, so that both systems benefit from an extension of their opportunities.
General Comments 5 The Users Guide gives you all the basics required for working with PC sync.

However, your main source of information will be the online help system. Any contextoriented
questions that come up while youre working with PC sync can be answered at the press of a button.
General Comments 6 T o remove the PV Unit from cradle 1. Make sure the PV Unit is off. 2. Press
the Release button and keep it down while carefully pulling the PV Unit out of the cradle. Turn of f
PV Unit power. 2. Insert the cable into the cable connector at the bottom of the PV Unit as shown
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bellow. T o disconnect the cable from the PV Unit 1. Turn of f PV Unit power. 2. While pressing the
release buttons on either side of the cable plug disconnect the cable.Turn of f PV Unit power. 2.
Place the PV Unit onto the cradle. 3. Gently but firmly press down on the PV Unit to ensure that it is
inserted into the cradle as far as it will go. T o detach the PV Unit from the cradle 1. Turn of f PV
Unit power. 2. Angle the PV Unit forward as shown in the illustration and then lift it straight
up.Make sure that the power of both the BN Unit and your computer is turned off. 2. Open the
cradle port cover on the left side of the BN Unit as shown in the illustration. 3. With the side marked
CASIO facing up so you can see it, plug the cradle connector straight into the BN Unit port.
Important! Make sure you insert the connector as far as it will go, until you hear it snap securely
into place. Do not apply undue force. Doing so can damage the cradle connector or BN Unit
port.Make sure that the power of both the BN Unit and your computer is turned off. 2. While
squeezing the buttons on both sides of the connector, pull it straight out from the cradle port to
remove it. 3. Close the BN Units port cover.Follow the screen prompts presented by the installation
program. 3.2 First Steps This chapter gives you a number of examples, to illustrate the use of the
program. Each example is based on the preceding one and can easily be followed on your computer.

If you require further details about each function, use the contextsensitive online help system. An
introduction to this system can be found in Chapter 4. Note As the examples involve data
transmission, we suggest that you connect the cable to the two units before running the program,
following the instructions given in Chapter 2. 3.2.1 Running the Program Once the program has
been correctly installed, you can run it with the mouse in the usual way. Working with PC sync 1 3
The name and content of the third menu depends on the current database area. A number of options
from the menu bar are repeated on the toolbar, in the form of icons. These are the most frequent
functions, and the purpose of the toolbar is to give you more convenient access to them. Appendix B
of this Users Guide contains a complete list of all toolbar icons and their functions. The display
window shows the data currently in the memory of your PC. It is divided into two sections the List
Window and the View Window. The Appointment area also has a calendar display which will be
explained at a later stage. In the List Window, several records i.e. entries are presented below one
another, one per line, whereas the View Window displays the selected record. The ratio between the
List Window and the View Window can be changed with the vertical deviding line between them. T o
change the size of the two windows, simply move the line to the left or right with the mouse. If you
press one of the alphanumeric keys in the main window, the selection automati cally goes to the first
record that starts with the relevant character. T o edit a record, doubleclick on it. The Editor is
opened, where you can now make any changes that are required. Working with PC sync 1 4 Menu
Bar T oolbar Area T abs Title Bar Status Bar If you have large amounts of data, you can scroll up and
down in the database area with the slider. Either click on the relevant scroll arrow or place the
scroll box in the desired position.

The status bar contains a brief note on the current screen situation as well as two figures indicating
the number of records in the current database area and the number of marked records in this area.
The status bar also shows information, depending on the selected CASIO Digital Diary model. The
function bar, area tabs and status bar can be shown or hidden via the Options menu. If, say, you
want to display as many records as possible, you may find it useful to hide some of the bars. The
Calendar The structure of the PC sync Calendar is similar to that of the CASIO Digital Diary. When
you change over to the Scheduler or Schedule area, the Calendar always displays the current month.
The current date is framed, the selected date has a coloured background, and marked dates are
shown in bold characters. T o mark or unmark a single date, hold down and select the relevant date
with the mouse. Alternatively, you can toggle calendar markings with the. T o mark whole lines or
columns of the current month, hold down and click on the relevant calendar week or weekday. Dates
that have an entry in the Schedule, are marked with a dot in the Calendar. A dot at the top means an
a.m. appointment, and a dot at the bottom a p.m. appointment. T o maintain clarity, no markings are



given for days with Reminder and T oDo items. The left margin of the Calendar gives you the
calendar week. The three figures at the bottom edge of the Calendar tell you the number of days
that have elapsed since the beginning of the year, the number of days that are still left this year, and
the calendar week of the selected date with a coloured background. The Calendar goes from 1
January 1901 to 31 December 2099. The selection marking can be moved with the arrow keys or set
with the mouse. The selection of a month can be set with the scroll bar on the right edge of the
Calendar. T o browse whole years, click between the arrows and the slider. Y ou can also position
the slider directly with the mouse.

A double click on a given date in the Calendar has the effect of creating a new entry for that date.
The Editor is opened, and you can enter your data. Working with PC sync 15 The details include, for
instance, the names of the available database areas, the Editor width, etc. The T ransmission Setup
Once you have selected the Digital Diary model, you need to specify the relevant transmis sion
setup. Y ou are now ready for transmission. Later, when you leave the program in the normal way,
the values are automatically saved and will be available for all future occasions. Data T ransmission
Preparations for transmission are now concluded. Working with PC sync 1 6 During reception a
status box is displayed, telling you how far transmission has pro gressed. If the file name already
exists, a query is presented, asking you whether you wish to overwrite the existing file. Note If the
mode you save to a file has more than 16.000 entries, you may not be able to open the file. 3.2.4
Loading Data In this section we want to comment briefly on the reading of files that have been saved
to disk. The same file selector box is presented that is also used for saving data. The relevant file is
now read in and displayed in the display window of the database area that was active when the file
was last saved. Loading Data from Other Link Programs If you own another link program that does
not allow you to load data directly, then the simplest way of reading its data is to transmit it from the
other link program back to the CASIO Digital Diary and then to PC sync. Working with PC sync 1 7
Mail and SMS Short Message Service can only be sent or received. Display, editing and deletion not
supported. Y ou will also learn a convenient way of marking, copying and moving data. T o start
with, choose File New, and select the proper Digital Diary to open a new file window. Next, use the
area tabs or choose View Personal Contacts to display the Personal Contacts. The Editor Window is
now opened.

Like the main window, the Editor has a title bar, menu bar, toolbar, input window and status bar.
The title bar shows the name of the current database area, the menu bar contains specific Editor
functions, and the toolbar is tailored to suit the Editor. Y ou will find a description of the various
icons and their functions in Appendix B of this manual. Y ou can enter any character that is also
permitted by the CASIO Digital Diary. The insertion point can be moved freely around the text field.
T o mark a text with the cursor keys or mouse, press at the same time. The highlighted block of text
can then be cut or copied to the Clipboard. Note, however, that a marked block of text cannot extend
from one field to another. Y ou can only mark strings within a given field. The status bar displays
brief information on the current screen situation as well as two figures, telling you how many
characters have been entered into the current record and how many are still available for further
input. For the sake of our example, fill in the different fields with data. Working with PC sync 1 8 If
the Editor menu item entitled Options Query Before Saving is selected i.e. ticked, you are given a
query before the record is saved. Otherwise a new record is created without asking for confirmation.
Again, fill this record with data. This time, however, conclude with Item Exit Editor. The record is
then saved possibly after a query and the Editor Window is closed. The two new records are listed
underneath one another in the List Window. Note The menu item Exit Editor has the effect of saving
the current record to your computers memory, but not to disk. Copying Records via the Clipboard In
our example, we are going to duplicate the first record via the Clipboard. This is a convenient way of
saving input time whenever two records are almost identical, e.g. two different contacts at the same
company.



In the List Window, select the first record by single clicking on it with the mouse, so that it is
displayed in reverse video. Next, choose Edit Copy. This has the effect of placing the record onto the
Clipboard. Next, choose Edit Paste to insert the content of the Clipboard into the Contacts. When
you have edited this record, save it in the usual way via Exit Editor. It enables you to pick up marked
records in the List Window with the mouse and move or copy them to other database areas or even
other file windows. In our example we shall copy two of the previously entered records into the
Memo area. T o start with, select the two records in the List Window Hold down either or while at
the same time clicking on the relevant records.If you wanted to move the records so that they are
deleted from their previous locations, you would now simply let go of the mouse button. However, as
you want to copy them, press and keep it down until you have released the mouse button. Finally go
to the Memo area via the area tabs or View Memo, and you will find copies of the two Personal
Contact records. The only difference is that, next to the text fields, there are also fields which are
specially designed for dates and times. If you want certain fields especially Schedule or Reminder to
remain empty, e.g. to distin guish between monthly and daily Reminder items, deactivate the
relevant field. If, say, you deactivate the month field in the Reminders Editor, then the item will be
presented every day. Furthermore, you can automatically create a new item for the selected day in
the current database area by doubleclicking on a certain date. This has the effect of opening the
Editor where you can complete your data. 3.2.7 Finding Records In this section we want to search
through the Personal Contacts and find all the Smiths in Birmingham. Go to the Personal Contacts
via the area tabs or View Personal Contacts.

The found records are now Working with PC sync 2 0 They can be selected and then placed into
other programs via the Clipboard, and they can be printed or marked i.e. via Edit T oggle Mark Flag.
T o display all the records of the current area again, choose Search Discard All Search Results. 3.2.8
Deleting Certain Records In this example we want to eliminate all doubles from the Personal
Contacts, i.e. all records that are totally identical. Doubles may arise, for instance, if you have an
identical stock of records on your PC and on your Digital Diary and you have added different records
on both units. A dialog box is presented, prompting you to select the database areas in which you
want to weed out the doubles. Alternatively, you can also select all areas separately, with the mouse.
If you are using a PV200e unit, tap the PC sync icon in the lower left corner of its screen. During
transmission a status box is displayed, telling you how far the operation has pro gressed. The only
difference between open and secret data is that the latter requires a password query, which is
presented when you try to access to this area. Go to View Secret Area. If you are doing this for the
first time, then a dialog box is presented, prompting you to enter the relevant password. The
program displays an asterisk for each character that is entered. As this is your first time in this area,
your input is understood by the program as the definition of a password. Do make sure that you
enter your password without typing errors and that you remember it well. Once entered, the
password is saved permanently when the file itself is saved to disk. A password only ever relates to
the current file i.e. the current window. It does not apply Working with PC sync 2 1 Password input
and confirmation are not casesensitive, i.e. no distinction is made between small and capital letters.
Y ou can change the password for a file via File Password.

As we mentioned above, the only difference between a secret and open area is the password query.
All other functions are identical. On both computers any transmission therefore concerns either
secret or open data but not both depending on the currently active area at the time of transmission
unless you have explicitly specified that the secret data, for instance, should be appended to the
open data. 3.2.1 1 Data Import and Export The following section uses data export in dBaseFormat to
show you how it is possible to exchange data with other programs using the import and export
functions. In this example we assume that there are already data in the Personal Contacts. A dialog
box appears in which the desired export format can be defined. A field mapping is required as
different programs have different structures concerning the format and number of individual fields



within a record. In order to export the PC sync fields to other programs in a particular order, you
must specify a list of the fields to be exported and not exported. Each list is therefore a field
mapping list. T o differentiate between the lists, field mapping lists each one receives a name which
is chosen from the dialog box. A dialog box divided into two sections is now displayed which enables
you to allocate the individual fields. The lefthand side shows a list of all the fields available in the
Personal Contacts and the righthand side shows a list of all the fields to be exported. T o create an
empty field select. A further dialog box now appears enabling you to enter another name in the field
name and to define the maximum number of characters. The name in the field name should remain
unchanged. Working with PC sync 2 2 Importing data from other programs is carried out in the
same way but in the opposite order. There is also the option of loading an exported file automatically
with a different application.

This program, which is started automatically after the file has been exported, will then read in the
exported file. T o use this function, you first need to set up one or more links to applications on your
hard disk. If, for instance, you export the Memo area in RTF format and you are going to use Word
97 after specifying a file name, then Word 97 is automatically started on your PC, loading the export
file with the Memo area. Note For a successful export link, make sure you only specify file formats
that can be read by other applications. If you are not sure, consult the users guide of the other
program. 3.2.12 Quitting the Program T o quit the program choose File Exit. PC sync then saves its
basic settings, such as the size and position of the main window, so that these are available again
next time you run the program. If the program contains unsaved data, a query is presented. 3.3 Data
Synchronization Data Synchronization provides you with the following capabilities. Working with PC
sync 2 3 Please note that you should avoid executing both synchronizations and transfers send and
receive for the same data stock. Y ou start the synchronization process via the Synchronize With
Casio command from the Casio menu. During the process a status window appears displaying the
single steps of the synchronization. It is also possible to cancel the process. Note If you cancel the
synchronization, it may be possible that the original state of the data cannot be restored. Therefore
you should execute a new synchronization as soon as possible so that both units will be brought up
to an identical data state. 3.3.1 Synchronization Setup Via this command you can set all the
important synchronization settings. Decide also whether duplicate records shall be filtered and
whether the file shall be saved after the synchronization. Working with PC sync 2 4 Also note that an
automatic check may reduce the speed of some other applications running at the same moment.

So if you want to speed up the corresponding application, simply deactivate the check box. For the
PC sync file, the same diary type will be set which has already been used for the file currently
opened. If this is not possible, the Default Digital Diary will be used automatically. Working with PC
sync 25 Synchronization not supported. 3.4 Quick Data Copy Quick Data Copy is a quick and simple
function for moving text to the PV Unit, using Win dows Clipboard. On the PV Unit you can save the
text to one of the five available Memo areas. Note Quick Data Copy was developed specially for the
new models PV200A, PV200e, PV 250X, PVS250, PV400A, PV400Plus, PV450X, PVS450, PV750 and
PV750Plus. There are three different ways of starting Quick Data Copy. Through an icon on the
taskbar. Note During the installation of PC sync you will be asked whether you want to load Quick
Data Copy automatically whenever you start Windows. Quick Data Copy is installed as an icon in the
taskbar see option . 3.4.1 Quick Data Copy in the main program option Choose the menu item Casio
Quick Data Copy Send to send the text straight from Clipboard to the PV. PC sync attempts to
respect the ends of words, lines and sentences. The title is formed from the first ten characters. If
you want to make manual changes before sending the text, choose Casio Quick Data Copy Edit to
call up the following dialogue In this dialogue you can edit the text and its title and define its
destination Memo 1 5. Entering a title is optional. If you do not specify a title, then the program
automatically enters the first ten characters of the text here. However, if you do enter a title, you
can use more than 10 letters. The text is still in Clipboard. This procedure is useful if you want to



enter and send a note manually. Working with PC sync 2 7 Working with PC sync 2 8 However, you
can change the setting any time you like.

If you selected automatic loading for Quick Data Copy when you installed PC sync, the icon will now
be available every time you start Windows. T o send text straight to the PV via Clipboard, simply
doubleclick on the taskbar icon with the left mouse button. T o open its menu, simply click on it with
the righthand mouse button. Working with PC sync 29 Tip Copy the program Add Quick Data Copy
to T askbar or a shortcut to the StartUp folder, so that the icon will be available every time you start
Windows. T o find out how this is done, read the relevant section in your Windows users manual. T o
back up data, choose Backup Receive and press Start on the cradle If you are using a PV200e unit,
tap the PC sync icon in the lower left corner of its screen. All data is now transferred to your PC.
After the transfer give the backup file a file name. T o retrieve the data, choose Backup Send, select
the relevant backup file and press Start on the cradle If you are using a PV200e unit, tap the PC sync
icon in the lower left corner of its screen. A dialog box is presented, prompting you to choose the
Source and Destination Digital Diary. Next, select the setup for the Baud Rate, Parity and Word
Length i.e. bit length that are relevant to your Digital Diary. The default values given here are the
ones which the Digital Diary port would have after a RESET. Normally, you can leave this setup
unchanged. T o compare settings, we recommend that you open the transmission setup display on
your Digital Diary cf.Note It is extremely important that both units should have the same
transmission setup. Otherwise, transmission may be faulty. Working with PC sync 3 0 This is
important to avoid loss of data. During reception a status box is displayed, telling you how far
transmission has pro gressed. If transmission is aborted on one unit, then the other unit
automatically stops, too. This behaviour may vary from one model to another.


